
                                    Maths 
 

We will be returning to place value this term, thinking 

about different ways in which we can represent 

numbers, both on paper and in our heads. We will 

continue to focus on numbers to 100, making sure that 

we have embedded our understanding of tens and ones, 

ready for the step up to Year 3.  

 

We will then use all of this to help us to solve problems, 

using bar and cherry models to support our working. We 

will begin with one-step problems and will then progress 

on to two-step problems, thinking carefully about what 

maths we need to do and the key words that give us 

clues about this.  

Computing 
 

We will be continuing to learn to create simple               

programs, controlling the way objects move, either            

on screen or in real life, including using moving toys  

such as Bee Bots and the Scratch language. 



                                     Maths 
 

 Work out maths problems while you’re out shopping: 

Each packet of sweets costs 32p - so how much will 

it cost to buy 3 packs? DIY is full of practical 

problems, too - I need 8 screws to put up each 

shelf, and Gran wants 4 shelves in the shed, so will 

this pack of 25 screws be enough? Work through 

problems together and think about what operations 

you’re using (+, -, x or ÷) at each stage. 
 

 Knowing all the different words for the 4 operations 

helps us solve problems (eg. split, share, separate 

and group all mean ’divide’), so try learning these. 

Who can find the most words that mean take away - 

subtract, minus, reduce, difference, decrease... 

Computing 
 

 One of the most useful things to speed-up our 

computing work is faster typing. The BBC 

Dance Mat Typing game is a great way to 

practice this – have a go at www.bbc.co.uk/

bitesize/topics/zf2f9j6/articles/z3c6tfr 


